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Abstract

6

Throughout history, women have endured many obstacles
placed upon them in both the private and public spheres. Women are
pressured to achieve an ideal beauty standard and the expectation to
fulfill the obligation of traditional domestic roles. As a 23-year old Chinese woman who daily faces these pressures, I intentionally critique
them using my body as the site and the pressure as subject. Through
acts of performance, using handmade and mass-produced objects
consumed daily by women, I highlight the insidious pressures and
expectations placed upon women’s bodies. By utilizing the format of
photography to document the discomfort of “wearing” or experiencing the work, I want to create a similar dis-ease with the viewer, who
may or may not share a similar experience, to encourage women and
myself to escape from those pressures and expectations.
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Pressures and Expectations
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Pressures on Achieving Beauty Standards

A4 Paper Waist

90 Degree Shoulder

Beauty has always been a significant and inevitable topic in the
daily lives of women. We live in a culture where women are heavily criticized for aging and not remaining youthful, for not achieving a body
standard, and for not being able to balance everything. Mass media and
social media always mirrors, promotes, and even create “ideal beauty”
standards that heavily affect women’s emotional wellbeing and behavior. The feminine ideal beauty is defined as “the socially constructed
notion that physical attractiveness is one of women’s most important
assets and something all women should strive to achieve and maintain.” Research shows that approximately 91% of women are unhappy
with their bodies and resort to dieting to achieve their ideal body shape
, and around 58% of college-aged girls feel pressured to be a certain
weight.
When the media commercialize and generalize the ideal body shape,
women are increasingly dissatisfied with their own body. In China, idealized images of young women appear in the mass media as having
light skin tone with flawless makeup and svelte figure with beautiful
clothing. Under the impact and influence of social media, many women
strive to achieve a slim body and meet ideals of physical features that
originated from online communities uch as A4 paper waist, 90-degree
shoulder and obvious collarbones.

Obvious Collarbone
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The A4 paper waist gained popularity in 2018 when a celebrity
posted a photo comparing her waist size with the width of the A4 paper on Weibo. Then a hashtag called “I have A4 paper waist” started
to become popular online and gained two hundred million page views.
For influencers, the 90-degree shoulder conveys the perfect neck and
shoulder angle. This term is commonly used to title their video knowing
it will attract their audience of young women. When Tiktok started to
become popular in China in 2018, a growing number of Chinese woman fell l under its influence as TikTok automatic filters enhanced women’s appearance. Research shows that in TikTok videos, 89 percent of
women wear makeup, leaving a scant 11 percent to appear with bare
and natural skin. In terms of the body shape, there is a wealth of videos
teaching young women how to look thinner by dressing to hide their
“unperfected” body shape. Moreover, the “before and after” videos
of doing makeup and dressing up are prevalent and popular on TikTok
and many other social media sites like Weibo, Instagram, etc, further
emphasizing the importance of the women’s appearances on the platform and in everyday life.

Weibo
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Xiaohongshu
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Although young women with thin bodies and idealized faces reflect a small portion of the population, it has remained prevalent in advertising in mass-media and is only recently beginning to change. The
continuous spread of an ideal body shape through media has enabled
young women to gradually understand and accept the concept of “thin
is beautiful” and regard this “ideal” body shape as the goal of pursuit.
In China, people always say the inner beauty is more important
than ones’ appearance. Some phrases like “confident women are the
prettiest” are prevalent in mass media. However, women still face pressure to look good and be critiqued by other people based on their appearances. I see women endlessly pursuing an unrealistic standard of
beauty by applying the perfect makeup, going on a diet, using iPhone
or Instagram filters, and nonstop purchasing of beauty products that
promise to stop aging or reverse time. These standards come from the
influence of mass media, and I have been heavily influenced by them
causing a change in the perception of my own body and what is “natural”. I often find it difficult to disengage from pursuing these standards
as I see people on the street and constantly compare myself. It doesn’t
stop when I get home and go on social media to see more perfect people, representing themselves to be “living a perfect life”
When women compare themselves too much to one another,
they will exhibit a negative body image, such as lower appreciation for
the shape of their bodies and appearance, lower satisfaction, and excessive attention to their appearance. This contributes to physical and
psychological illnesses, such as eating disorders, depression, etc., that
seriously affect physical and mental health.

Youtube
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Pressures Under Chinese Social Norms
2010-2018 The Proportion of Female Students In Undergraduate Schools

18

In China, the social norms can be found in both the private and
public spheres. “The private sphere refers to private family, whereas the
public sphere involves political, economic, and educational domains.”
Nowadays, both women and men tend to support egalitarianism in the
public sphere in China. However, some men still support conventional
ideas about gender roles in the private sphere. “Although women have
embraced greater mobility and earning potential under market reforms,
their increasing education and desire for economic independence may
coexist with the persisting social expectation on them to perform in the
domestic roles. Thus, in China, women are trapped between individualism and familism, which leaves great pressure on their daily lives.
Today, Chinese society shares individualism but retains certain
traditional features, such as universal marriage and strong family ties.
Since women are getting a higher education in China, the average age
of getting married has been delayed. In China, women are expected to
marry before thirty, those that remain unwed in their late twenties are
defined as “leftover” by society. As the data in 2015 shows, the unmarried rate of men at the age of thirty is 20.4%, however, for women, only
10.3%. It cannot be ignored that even if more and more young people
choose to marry later in life, social prejudice against this still exists especially as it pertains to women. If a woman reaches the age of and is
still unmarried, society will judge them as selfish and picky.
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Our society equally provides limitations and judgement on what
women should and shouldn’t do. Mass media conveys the inherent
prejudice and bias of women in society. In the work field, although men
and women all support the idea of egalitarianism, many companies
still believe and invest in ability of men and neglect the ability of women. Many employers consider that once women get married and have
children, their significant contributions to the family affect their status
at work, and household responsibilities may cause women to ask for
leave frequently. Thus, they still tend to hire men more than women. In
social media, under the hotspot issue of woman’s right, we see prejudiced comments such as:
•
Women who get a Ph.D. degree have difficulty getting married.
•
Women who wear such a short skirt definitely have an unscrupulous private life.
•
The meaning of a woman’s life is to marry and have a child.
•
Women should handle housework and be in charge, return to the
family, and take care of children.
•
Women who smoke, drink, or having tattoos are not good quality
women.
•
Women should be quiet and polite.
•
Women who have longhair are preferred.
•
After graduating from college, women should find a stable job,
then marry.
•
If a woman can’t control her weight, she can’t control her own life.
We have heard too many “voices” from our social and familial networks since we were young, and those phrases are the inherent norms
of society that directly produce pressure for women. How are these
voices from society affecting our behaviors? What is the pressure that
women are facing under the expectation and biases of both society
and family? How can women fight against these prejudices in a proactive manner?
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What women can do to fight against these prejudices?
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“The Wounded Bride” Protest
against Domestic Violence
25

Chinese women live in an environment full of contradictions and
changes, and many are constantly searching for new ways to express
themselves. In advocating equality between men and women, women
finally have the right and freedom to pursue self-worth and redefine
their position in their family and society. For example, in 2012, more
than twenty feminist activists in thirteen cities, including Beijing and
Guangzhou, organized an art-performance in public demonstration titled “The Wounded Bride” on the streets to campaign against and bring
awareness to the issue of domestic violence. In 2015, Wu Rongrong
and four other women’s rights activists, planned to hold public rights
defense against sexual harassment on buses to support Women’s Day.
In 2016, Zheng Churan, a feminist activist, brought five hundred letters
of advocacy to the school post office on a bicycle. She sent a letter of
advice to the CEOs of five hundred companies on the removal of gender restrictions in employment.
These public activities have brought unprecedented attention to
women’s rights but have been severely politicized, and five of the feminists were placed under arrest in 2015. With the rapid tightening of
social voices and rules around 2015, feminist activity has dropped significantly. On March 9, 2018, the Weibo account and WeChat official
account of the well-known Chinese gender equality media “Voice of
Women’s Rights” were banned. This action proves that there is still
inherent prejudice and suffering experienced by women from an unreasonable expectation in their family and society. My thesis work focuses
on the current societal standards and social norms that influence and
impact Chinese women today and aims to critique the pressure that
society, family, and friends place on women.
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Jewelry as Performance
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Introduction

30

Jewelry has an indispensable relationship with the body. Contemporary
jewelry artists today are reevaluating and reconsidering their material use, the
possibilities of presenting and wearing the jewelry piece, and the relationship
between jewelry and the viewer. Performative jewelry as part of the contemporary jewelry field, is an unconventional direction in jewelry in which the piece
is made and “used” in the service to the performance. The performance is the
process by which the completion of the work take place and the meaning of the
pieces are interpreted or understood. To some extent, the work can no longer
be considered within the normal conventions of jewelry. “The performativity
involves issues of process, function, changeability, significance, event, or program, and therefore can be interpreted as what jewelry does rather than what it
is.” Performative jewelry breaks the conventional definition of jewelry toward
new forms and ways of engaging with the audience. The work is not jewelry
but about jewelry that explores the relationship between object, body and performance. My thesis work is aligned with many of the aspects of performative
jewelry and consists of three parts— the object, body as site, and the role of
photography and documentation.
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Objects for Performance

Object
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Performative jewelry challenges the conventional understanding and traditional definitions of jewelry as personal adornment. It focuses on the expression
of the individual and content of the object, as such, the functions of the objects
can serve as part of the individual expression. In performative jewelry, the piece
can suggest a kind of wearing or locate itself on unconventional parts on the
body not otherwise possible outside the format of the photograph. Depending
on the form and property of the object, the objects can not only embrace and
follow the shapes of the body, but it can also distort, challenge and do harm to
the body.
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In Lauren Kalman’s work, Devices for Filling a Void, the objects
she made, distort the body through actions that are sometimes awkward or violent. The objects placed in her mouth distort her mouth’s
shape and force her face into a painful position. The saliva is running
down from her mouth and it is documented in the photographic imagery. She uses her own body as site, and it is easy to imagine that
it is uncomfortable to “wear” the works. Her work is not traditional
jewelry but still incorporate the characteristic of jewelry that explores
the relationship between body and the objects. Her work is deliberately
distorting the body shape to investigate the wearability and function of
the objects.
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Lauren Kalman, Devices for Filling a Void (2014-2019)
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FlockOmania is a theatrically-sized jewelry exhibition of jewelry artist Zoe Robertson that explores the relationship between jewelry
and performance challenging the traditional display and use of jewelry.
She makes large scale objects and she invites dance artists Dr. Natalie
Garrett Brown and Amy Voris to perform with the wearable objects in
the exhibition. She also invites her audiences to participate and interact
with the objects that she has made. The audience can step on the object, hold the object on their back and spin the objects with their arms.
In this exhibition, the audience can use their body to explore various
ways of knowing and engaging with the object. Thus, the goal of the
exhibition is not only to present the objects, but the experiences and
memories that can be created by engaging with the objects and their
installation.
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Zoe Robertson, FlockOmania, 2015
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A Jewellery Piece is a performance expressing the process of making a jewelry
piece made by Lodie Kardouss. In this work, Kardouss has created a large-scale
necklace fabricated from a blush pink tulle-like fabric with six knots separating five
large cells. There is a large-scale handmade silver clasp that hangs in the center
of the wall. When the viewer looks upon the piece from a distance, they can see a
simple necklace shape. She invites dancers to dance in the fabric and during the
performance, and the shape of the necklace changes during the performance. The
changing shape of the necklace symbolizes the process of making the jewelry. The
function of the object is illustrated through the performance, creating a multi-sensory understanding of the work.
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Lodie Kardouss, A Jewellery Piece, 2019
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As a jeweler, I am making works that explore similar concepts common in
the field of contemporary jewelry that explore the relationship between object
and body. With the training and experience of making jewelry, I use this specific approach to material and technique to make my objects. My objects consist of both handmade and mass-produced objects. All the objects in my work
are made in support of a performance related to everyday experience—such as
shaving, using beauty products, exercising, and dieting.
The objects are created using materials that support the meaning of work
through their color, shape, weight, and temperature as well as conveying the social and cultural background of objects. Some objects are made of found or purchased materials — such as hair ties, yoga mat and cotton face mask. Products
that women constantly use in their daily lives to achieve and maintain a standard of beauty are utilized to provide context for the objects and support my
conceptual interests. In the work Tasks for Women, I multiply the facial mask
into an exaggerated quantity to express the idea that using the facial mask is a
daily must-do task for women to reach a standard skin beauty. To hold all the
masks in my face, I need to angel my back to hold the heavy stake of masks. The
heaviness of the mask makes it hard to breath and the pose is also painful to
hold for the photo documentation. The quantity of the object forces me to adopt
a new way of “wearing” the work.
I utilize shifts in scale to make both miniaturize and exaggerated objects of
use for their documentation in the photography. Because of their unusual sizes,
the scale shift changes their original terms of usage and the way they interact
with the body. For example, people usually using their thumb and second finger
to hold the double eyelid tool. However, in The “Prettier” Verion of Me, I make
an exaggeratedly size of the tool, which needs my entire hand to hold it. I also
use masking tape to make the eyelid sticker three times bigger than the original
product so it is very obvious when stuck on the eyelids. Thus, when the tool is
attached to my eyelid, it transforms my eyelids into exaggerated shapes. The
new way of experiencing the objects aims to express the discomfort of fitting
into the ideal standard and meeting social norms. The work is meant to open
up a space of shared experience. By looking at the sizes, quantity, and forms of
the objects, the audience has a strong visual indication of the work and how the
objects function with the body.
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Task for Women, 2021
In the work Tasks for Women, I multiply
the facial mask into an exaggerated
quantity to express the idea that using
the facial mask is a daily must-do task
for women to reach a standard skin
beauty. To hold all the masks in my
face, I need to angel my back to hold
the heavy stake of masks. The
heaviness of the mask makes me hard
to breath and the pose is also painful
to hold for the photo documentation.
The quantity of the object forces me to
adopt the new way of “wearing” the
work.
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Task for Women, 2021, Material: cotton facial mask

The “Prettier” Version of Me, 2021, Material: resin
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The “Prettier” Version of
Me, 2021
The work The “Prettier” Version of
Me, critiques the beauty standard on
achieving the double eyelid in China.
In this piece, I refer to the tools
women usually use to put the eyelid
sticker

on.

I

make

the

tools

exaggeratedly big and the sticker
three times longer and more obvious
to criticize the eyelid standard in
China. I also photograph the action
of experiencing the object with the
sad face to show the discomfort of
pressuring the eye standard.
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Perfectly Clean, 2021
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Perfectly Clean, 2021
I made an exaggeratedly big razor in

the work Perfect Clean. All the designs

are the same as the real razor in our
daily lives, so it is easy to recognize. In
China, women will get judge if they are

not shaving their body hair, especially
on their arms, underarms, and legs. I

make the razor extremely big and heavy,
changing the way of holding when using
it. For example, I need to handle it with

both hands to shave my leg. The size and

the heaviness leave pressure on my
body, and it makes my arms feel

discomfort. The photography provides
the context for the razor. I pick the
bathroom and the sink as background
where I usually shave my body.
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Present or Not
Whether the object is present or not present alongside of the photography, in its display or installation, is an important decision in my
work. Some of the handmade objects are exhibited with the photography in the exhibition context while some objects only appear with the
body in the photography. I prefer to present the handmade objects because they are a record of effort and physical engagement that enhances the visceral understanding of the work. The object making process
imbues the work with energy and contains residue of physical interaction. When I was making the work Perfectly Clean, I needed to hold the
piece in the arm and let it lay on my shoulder to fabricate the object.
The heaviness of the object leaves the pressure on my arms and the
process of making the object create a deeper relationship between my
body and the object. The object is not made for other people to experience so it is important to present the object that has a connection with
my body. Moreover, some of the details of the handmade object are not
presented in the photography so it is important for the audiences to see
the actual objects from various perspectives.
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Perfectly Clean, 2021, Material: resin and steel
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Body as Culture and Social Symbol

Body

54

“The body- what we eat, how we dress, the daily rituals through
which we attend to the body- is a medium of culture.” In my thesis
work, my body- the black hair, skin tone, dark brown eyes- are representing not only myself but also my culture. Those elements are the
symbol of my culture and their physical appearance on the body enacts
meaning. In Natural Symbols: Exploration in Cosmology, author Mary
Douglas points out “the human body is always treated as an image of
society and that there can be no natural way of considering the body
that does not involve at the same time a social dimension.” The body
bears the imprint of social and family attitudes.
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Long Hair Standard, 2020
Long hair is always a symbol for girls.

In China, people still prefer girls to have
long hair. In my own experience, I have
heard many people, including my

parents, told me to get my long hair back.

It is a pressure to pursue social norms

on the hairstyle. Thus, I use a popular
phrase in China as the idea to make this

piece. The phrase is: When your hair
reaches the waistline, it is time to get

married. In this piece, I use around 1400
hair ties to form 6 braids which is a very
traditional hairstyle in China. I also make
a red cotton braid and wear it on my
waist to show the waistline.
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We all play different roles in the society, and our bodies bear various expectations from these external experiences. As a single child in
the family, I was given great expectations from my family since I was
young. Growing up, I have been taught many traditional thoughts that
girls should be elegant and quiet, have long hair and wear dresses, learn
cooking, and do housework. Also, I am restricted from smoking, drinking, and having tattoos by my parents. Moreover, since the expected
age of getting married is before thirty in China, my parents continuously
ask me if I have a boyfriend and if it is possible for them to arrange to
introduce men to me. When I say that I don’t want to get married and
have a baby in the future, they tell me I am crazy and express their disapproval of my intentions. Under the constant expectation to be a good
daughter, I struggle between being myself and answering to family demands. Thus, those traditional norms and expectations in the family
leave heavy pressure on me.
Outside of my family, the expectation from society has equally
pushed me to make a lot of decisions. As a young woman in society,
I am expected to have a good appearance. My body is ridiculed by
others, and I feel constant pressure to lose weight. I lost thirty-pound
during the summer of 2020 and tried to pursue the “ideal” shape of
an A4 paper waist. I ate minimum amount of food every day. In 2018,
after my friend said to me “There are no ugly women but the only lazy
woman who don’t wear makeup.” I began to watch makeup tutorials
and utilized makeup to reach beauty expectations. By looking into social media, I became constantly dissatisfied with my body image and
tried to achieve a better appearance. I have been heavily influenced by
social media and it influenced a change in the perception of my own
body and what is “natural”. The social and family expectations are, to
some extent, shaping my body. Therefore, my body is also symbolizing
culture and social attitudes.
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Long Hair Standard, 2020, Material: hair ties
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Body as Material
My work investigates the limitations and possibilities of the body
that Jane Blocker describes in her book What The Body Cost, body
as both the “subject creator and the material object”. Human bodies
not only provide an object with a place but also bring our bodies into
art. Art is not separate but has an indispensable relationship with life
experience. There is always a story behind an art object. In our daily
life, our body is a tool for communication that changes from person to
person, culture, and context. My work is about my personal experience
under the pressures of friends, family and society. I use my own body
as a tool for self-expression to capture my facial expressions, gestures,
and motions to express a more authentic voice. The pose and gesture
depends on the interaction of the object with the body. The pose and
gesture embeds and conveys my emotions in the work.
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Jewelry artist Tiffany Parbs states in an interview that “Woman’s bodies have always been a political playground for others to cast
a critical eye, opinions, labels, restrictions and assessments abound
aplenty”. Her work, Smother, examines the controversy between the
reality of motherhood and the unachievable ‘Perfect Mother’ ideology
created by the media and advertising industry. Her identity as a mother
becomes the subject of her work. In her practice, she explores a “worn
body.” She experiments with her own body to find out the relationship
between herself and the objects she makes. She creates work that investigates the prevalent social or political issues of women present in
the media.
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Tiffany Parbs, Smother: Attached, 2018, velcro, cotton, giclee print
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“Bodies are not simply abstractions, but
are embedded in
the immediacies of
everyday, lived experience.”
-Kathy Davis
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Currently, my work explores how my body is interacting with the
objects and how I use my body as the direct site for physical attachment. The body should not be seen as a metaphor in my work, but as
lived experience that “bodies are not simply abstractions, but are embedded in the immediacies of everyday, lived experience.” My work
expands from my personal experience to talk about the social topic of
the demands on women in China. Therefore, I use my own body as the
material and means with which to express my way of cultural and social
condition.
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Photography as Bridge

Photography
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Photography is the deal format and medium to document a moment, a memory, and an history experience. In our field, jewelry has
an indispensable relationship with photography. Jewelers have a long
history of using photography to document and provide greater context
to their work. At first, photography served as a tool for jewelers to publish and promote their work. When people are not able to see the real
work, they can appreciate the work in the documentation of the work.
Due to the reproducibility of the photography, more people can see the
work in a magazine, books, exhibition catalog, or on a website. Thus,
photography has always served a significant functional purpose in its
relationship to the field of jewelry.
Nowadays, more and more jewelry artists incorporate photography alongside of their works. They use photography to document the
time when the jewelry piece is worn on the body to provide context
and create a greater understanding of their work. Similar to the role of
photography in jewelry artists’ works, photography in my work provide
contexts for my objects and document the time when the object is interacting with my body.
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Gijs Bakker, a jewelry artist, uses photography to document his
work Shadow Jewellery. He used the gold wire to laced up a woman’s
waist, ankle, or arm in his work. After removing the gold wire, it leaves
imprints on the woman’s body. He used photography to document the
action so that the image informs the work’s title- Shadow Jewellery.
He also took a photo of the gold wire in the jewelry box. In the appreciation of this work, photography is as indispensable as the object.
His work brings the question to the public- What is the real work? Can
the mark on the body be more significant than the object itself? What
is the role of the photography? Can the photography be valued as the
final work? Is it necessary to present the object with the photography?
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Gijs Bakker, Shadow Jewellery, 1973
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Photography in my work is a bridge to link the object, the body,
and the performance for the object. The subject matter I choose, the
gestures I make, the facial emotions I express, and the context I create
in the photography all come together to capture the discomfort and
reflect on the pressures I feel as a young woman. In some of the photography, I provide a specific background for the object. For example,
in the work Sad Dinner, I brought a miniaturized hand fabricated tableware to a restaurant and used it to eat a limited portion of meal. I went
with my friend who had a normal size portion in front of her, but I could
only use the miniature tableware to have the dinner. The photography
documents the time of me using the tableware in the restaurant and the
emotion I feel in doing so. It provides a context for the miniature tableware. Moreover, in my other work, I choose a “blank white” background
in the photographs to create a sense of seriousness without any visual
distraction. The clean background brings the audience’s attention to
the objects and body in the images.
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Miniature Tableware, Material: 14k gold plated brass
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Sad Dinner, 2021
Sad Dinner is the set of miniature
tableware that talks about dieting. The
miniature tableware is to express the
idea that many women are trying to eat
minimum food to lose weight, which
negatively affects mental and physical
health. I bring this set of tableware to a
restaurant and use them to have dinner.
I went with my friend, and she had
regular-sized food in front of her, but I
can only use the miniature tableware to
eat the limited amount of food. The
photography documents when I was
using the miniature tableware in the
restaurant and the emotion in doing so.
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Clothing, or lack of clothing, has taken a significant role in my work.
Some images are taken on the naked body to eliminated distractions
from what I hope to convey in the photography. As photographer John
Coplans states that “nakedness removes the body from the specificity
of time, unclothed, it belongs to the past, present, and future.” Without
the distraction of clothing, the wearable object directly interacts with
my body and sometimes leaves marks on my body. When I was taking
the photography for the work Voices Behind Me, the pearl pins were
directly attach to my body. Without any distraction of clothing, the feeling of the pin is strong and painful when it is “worn” on my back. Moreover, the naked body brings my work into a vulnerable place, where
my pain and discomfort are present. About vulnerability, Brené Brown
states that “vulnerability is the birthplace of innovation, creativity, and
change”. Although being naked may increase judgement of me and
my work, I believe it creates a deeper connection and more meaningful
communication with my audience. The vulnerability brings more creativity, and I see it as an act of empowerment of my work.
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Vocies Behind Me, 2020
Voices Behind Me is about the
pressure

coming

from

women

talking behind women. I use pearls
pin because pearls can represent
gender. It is a feminine material. I
use the pearl pin to form the shape
of the speaking mouth and attach
the objects directly to the skin.
When the objects are on the body,
they hurt my body. The work aims
to shows the discomfort and pain
to know the voices behind people.
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“Vulnerability is the
birthplace of innovation, creativity, and
change”.
-Brené Brown
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The Style
All photography has a meaning, a story, and an experience or
emotion to share with the audience. In the article Photography as An Art
Form, Irakly Shanidze states that “Photography exploits vulnerabilities
of the human visual perception and can make us experience emotions
that move us and compel us to do things that we otherwise would not
even think of.” Ren Hang and Yung Cheng Lin are two photographers
whose work inspires and influences my approach.
Ren Hang is a Chinese photographer known mostly for nude
photographic portraits of his friends. His work is significant for its
representation of Chinese sexuality within a heavily censored society.
Some of this work is quite sexual and provocative because most of
his models’ nakedness and body postures. The topic he discusses
and the nudity in his work are censored elements in Chinese society.
Everything looks minimal in his photos- the composition, the background, the subject, and the color. His work directs my understanding
and exploration of the performance in photography and influences the
methods in which I utilized photography.
Yung Cheng Lin is a photographer from Taiwan. His work greatly inspires me and leads me to a new way of thinking and making
works. He explores the topics of womanhood – sexuality, birth, and
maturity. He stages the self-inflicted tortures and restraints that many
women use to achieve beauty and gender norms. He works in a surreal style that introduces exaggeration, resulting in bizarre images.
His works contain a certain level of photoshopping to create optical
illusions. The cold and bright color tone makes his photos more powerful to express the pressures and pain that society places on women.
Photography is often used to claim things indirectly as he said that
“There is no explanation for my images because I want there to be
various, different interpretations, and I would like to see what those
are.”
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Ren Hang, Untitle, 2014

Lin Yung Cheng, Red Faith, 2017
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Some photography in my work consists of a certain level of retouching to emphasize the feeling of pressure. In the work, Me and My
Yoga Mat, I exaggerate the size of the waist and the shapes that the
yoga mat creates on the waist. Enhancing the photograph makes the
action appear more harmful and uncomfortable to the body because
it distorts the body’s shapes with the exaggerated force of the pulling
motion of the hands.

Me and My Yoga Mat, 2020, Material: yoga mat and elastic band
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Me and My Yoga Mat, 2020
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Photography enacts communication
Making the photography is part of the performative process in my
work. Many elements need to be considered in photography, including
the photographer, the equipment, the context, and the subject matter.
All these elements create meaning in a photograph. When I use my
body as the subject in photography, communication with the photographer becomes an essential point during the entire photo-making process. I need to decide the composition, the color, the background and
discuss those elements with the photographer. The process of making the photography includes the process of setting up, preparing, and
communicating with the photographer.
The communication between the photographer and subject being photographed is essential during the shooting process. The photographer is the only audience who views the physical scene while I
was “wearing” the objects. As Richard Shusterman said in his article
Photography as Performative Process, “The quality of attention and
interest projected by the photographer and perceived by the subject
will be displayed in posture, gesture, and facial expression.” The most
interesting moment while we were shooting the work Task for Women,
occurred when I put the pile of masks on my face. My photographer
said: “that looks really heavy and hard to breathe. It must be very uncomfortable.” I realized the photograph was communicating my intent,
and our collaboration was successful.
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The scale of the image also create communication with the audience. Photography is an important part of my work, so it is essential
that the photography is physically present in the exhibition. The image
dimension depends on whether the object is present or not presented,
and the size of the object. When the photography is presented with the
object, the dimension of the images is smaller than the other because
I want to leave spaces for the audiences to see the actual objects, not
only the photography itself. On the other hand, when the image is presented without the object, as in Task for Women, the image is the largest one included in the exhibition. The stack of masks is not presented
with the photography so the large-scale images allows the audience to
clearly see and understand the object in the image. When the viewers
come into the exhibition, the large image will catch their attention at
once. The scale of the image supports and enhances the pressure that
the image is communicating and bring the audience’s awareness to the
work. The photography in my work creates a sensory communication
with audiences. I want to arouse a sense of unease that connects the
audience to the subjects in my work and allows them to reflect upon
their relevant personal experiences.
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Conclusion
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The Reenactment is an interdisciplinary work that explores the
relationship between object, body and photography. The work expands
from my personal experience on confronting the social and familial obstacles and expectations and intend to critique the pressures that Chinese women face in today’s society. Under the influence of my external
experience, I once cared about and succumbed to these expectations.
I tried to reach the beauty standard and fit into the social and familial
norms. These experiences caused a change in the perception of my
own body. However, because of these experiences and inner pain, they
provide the contents and empowers my work. I see my work now is
helping me to escape from those pressures and expectations. It is my
goal to encourage women to overcomes those social obstacles and
have their own perspective on their body in life.
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